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The Mirail Says Hello

To Its Lovely New

Student Body

Department officials said it appeared Cambon

had survived by scavenging un-dissolved sugar

from coffee cups left on classroom tables. She

appearedto be exhaustedbut in a stable condition.

Officials warnedstudents andstaffto callsecurity

rather than approach feral L1s, as they might

exhibitaggressivebehavior.

Starving L1 looking for s.117 since September

Inside: Working at McDonald's ~ A Look at the English Foyer ~ A Night Out in Toulouse ~ & MORE!

Now that you've found your
classrooms, met your new classmates,
and know which toilets on campus
should be avoided at all cost, you're
ready to start exploring the different
academic opportunities available here
at the Mirail. Unfortunately, if
information about courses, options,
degrees, etc. is important to you,
you're going to need a shovel and
headlamp to find it. While the rest of
the world adopts new technologies to
facilitate the transmission of
information, the Mirail prefers to
install silent, darkened flat-screen
televisions in its halls and news tickers
that read the same news day after day,
while continuing to print a single copy
of class information and post it in a
bizarre mosaic in a corner of the
department, adhering to some archaic
tradition rather than acknowledging

the needs of this generation of students.
If you browse the Mirail website today,
you're likely to find last year's courses,
degree programs that no longer exist,
events that happened years ago, and of
course our precious E.N.T.
Try the search bar and watch the false
positives roll in: "Dr. Dre" returns
"Middle Ages Ethiopian land rights",
"Any Warhol" gets you a hit for
"Paleolithic Biodiversity." As The
Mariner goes to press, they've even
completely removed the search
function from the site, making it
impossible to find the things that you
might naively expect to be there.
Luckily, we've all ALREADY
registered for our courses, having
chosen them on the basis of their
names alone, and so there's really no
rush to get that information online.
Not before next year.

A student in L1 LLCE was discovered
Friday evening after nearly one month
wandering the D.ang hallways.
Mélanie Cambon, 19, from Rodez, had

apparently been searching for her AN0001X

Anglais : Espaces etTerritoires 1 Civilisation

class in room s.117 since the afternoon of

Wednesday, September 21.The malnourished

L1 was discovered by cleaning staffin s.1063

attempting to construct an improvised shelter

from crumpled AGET-FSE flyers and old

copies ofDirectMatin.

profs gone wild|

"Profs GoneWild": 10 results. 100% real screen shot. DVDs available in the B.ANG

Mélanie returned to a state ofnature.

: '-(

Student Rescued After
3 Weeks Lost in D.ANG

MIRAILWEBSITE
STILL SUCKS!



When the Mariner spotted an ad for English

Option vacataires on an English Teaching

mailing list, we thought we’d help out by

translating andpublishing it.

Mariner Personals:
WANTTO BEMYTEACHER?

University English Department
desperately seeking English-speaking

partners (M and/or F) for short term, no-
strings-attached relationship. Must be
available for discreet meetings Mondays,
10:30-12:30, 12 October-Christmas.
Must be ready to experiment with

manual, roleplays, oral. Comfortable with
groups, co-eds. Physical connection

essential, imagination/personality a plus.
Interested? Hit me up:

zachary.baque@univ-tlse2.fr

The D.ANG’s English Option (LANSAD)

program is blowing up this year, with an estimated

double the number of students from last year. But

the rentrée has been tough with large classes, lack

of information, and organizational challenges.

This boom follows new rules by the Education

Nationale mandating a compulsory B2 Level in a

modern language to become a school teacher; and a

decision by the Mirail’s Conseil d’Administration

to require a B2 level to graduate with a Masters 2

Degree.

For the first time the Mirail has based classes on

the CEFR (Common European Framework of

Reference for Languages,) adopted by the

European Council in 2001 to standardize the

evaluation of foreign language learning across the

EU. The Framework lays out 6 levels A1

(beginner), A2, B1, B2, C1, C2 (Mastery)

Other innovations have been debuted this year. For

the first time English Option is organized by level,

based on the results of the online ELAO test, while

students’ grades in English Option have been

uncoupled from their moyen in their major. In

other words, if you don’t pass English Option, you

won’t have to repeat your whole year of Sociology.

These changes appear to reflect the influence of the

CEFR, which emphasizes language as a learning

experience, rather than as a rigid training exercise.

But all these changes have not come easily and as

B1 and B2 teacher, Cyril Camus says, things are

“not yet running smoothly.” Marshaling the help of

all the other UFRs has been a huge task and not

everybody is on board. Students enroll for English

Option in their home UFRs, where “they don’t

know about languages” says Cristelle Maury, Head

of B2 English Option. Some have received bad

advice, like being told they don’t need to take the

online test. Result: many have self-evaluated

themselves straight into the wrong level. (Guys, be

honest with yourselves, you don’t dance as well as

you think either) Prof. Maury estimates 5-6 per

class (approx. 20%) are in the wrong place and are

told to change levels.

Mixed messages lead to frustrations. B1 teacher

and Ph.D student Emeline Jouve said that when

students are given information that contradicts

what you say, it “erodes the teacher’s authority.”

While acknowledging organizational difficulties,

she believed there was “far less tension than there

could have been.” She was particularly

complimentary of the English Secretaries, who she

said have been under a lot of pressure.

But that’s not the same thing as solving problems.

The Mariner spoke to one student doing her M1 in

French Foreign Language Teaching program of the

Linguistics department. When she started enrolling

last year, she was told she wouldn’t need to study

English. When she arrived in September, things

had changed. She was told by her department that

she had to enroll in B2 English Option, even

though she’s at a B1 level, because she couldn’t get

her Masters without passing B2. When she tried a

B2 class, it was simply too hard. When she tried to

go to a B1 class, she was told there was no room.

At the time The Mainer spoke to her, she had been

trying to find a way to enroll for 3 weeks, but

“couldn’t manage to get any information”

There are already reports that some departments

are backing out. Mr. Camus says some students in

Psychology have been told they wouldn’t need to

pass B2 English after all. Whether this has become

official policy of is unclear. In addition, at least one

UFR has reportedly scheduled some classes

Monday morning, even after the Conseil

d’Administration voted to devote this time

exclusively to English Option, in order to cater to

the large number of students.

"Technically, it's

notpossibletopass"

One potentially serious issue is the amount of class

time for English Option - only two hours per week,

for a total of 50 hours over a year. Comparisons

with other language schools show that between 150

-200 hours are needed to make the progress

necessary to pass. This discrepancy isn’t a secret: the

course booklet emphasizes the need for “solid

independent study.” In conversations with The

Mariner, English Option teachers readily

acknowledged that the number of class hours was

insufficient. Mr. Camus, explained that “technically,

it’s not possible to pass from one level to another”

with just 50 hours of class time, adding that many

students will flunk the class. Prof. Maury echoed

those comments, and said that the course content

will change next year precisely because “we expect

students to fail and take the course again.”

Particularly challenging, according to both these

teachers, is the B2 course. Language learning, Prof.

Maury explained, is funnel-shaped: the higher your

level, the harder it is to progress to the next level.

Going from B1 where you can speak and give some

opinions in English to B2, where you can work and

debate in English, is an “enormous” jump, according

to Mr. Camus.

Both teachers argued, however, that by doing

assigned homework, regularly visiting the new

Language Resource Center and doing independent

study at home, passing the class is possible. Both

made the undeniable point that all university work

requires independent study.

But how much guidance should students receive if

they’re expected to do so much independent study?

A glance at the B1 course booklet shows us that the

advice and suggested resources are extremely

limited. 2 grammar books, 2 vocab books and 5

websites are listed, 2 of these are simply

dictionaries. After that: "watch TV and movies in

English". How I Met Your Mother and Friends are

deemed “acceptable” (No, these shows suck.)

There’s a predictable bias in favor of Brit-junk too,

Jane Eyre etc. is said to bring more “cultural

knowledge” than a show like Six Feet Under (a

dubious proposition.) Being told to “work on

English” at home is not enough; students need help

knowing what to study and where to find it.

Another problem is lack of teachers. Prof. Maury

explained that the D.ANG hasn’t been able to find

enough vacataires that can clear all the bureaucratic

hurdles. The cash is there, they just can’t find the

people. (The Mariner helpfully reprints a special

Want Ad, below) This reporter volunteered, but

apparently there’s a rule against sailor hats. The

result: classes of over 30 students, often for “Oral”

classes.

All the changes described above are highly positive.

Nevertheless, the impression one is left with is of a

Soviet-style diktat to “produce more tractors” -the

goal is set but the means to achieve it –for teachers

and students- are not provided.

With large numbers of students predicted to fail a

class that is –debatably- unrealistically difficult,

2012-13 may see even larger numbers in the

English Option program. No word yet on whether

F r u s t r a t i o n s a s e n r o l l m e n t d o u b l e s
With 1/3 recommendedclass time, is this the class that's too hardto pass?

by Paul Scanlan

ENGLISHOPTION:BIGCHANGES,ROUGHSTART



One thing we can say about students is they’re poor. Sometimes that

means a hard choice between a piece of ham for dinner and hanging out

with friends at St Pierre. But there are ways

to live and not just survive. One solution:

insurance fraud. A riskier proposition: get a

job. And one of the most popular student

jobs is at McDonald's. Let's plunge

ourselves through this well-oiled universe

full of paradisiacal scents.

You have to know one thing when you work

at McDonald’s: your brain stays in the changing room. You don't need to

have 46 diplomas to put nuts on an ice cream. You don't need to know the

referential algorithm ofa pocket calculator to cook French fries.

A typical day is a hard road to a meal sprinkled with sweat. First you arrive

in the changing room and you have to undress in front of everybody. Say

goodbye to your modesty.

Then you stand in front of the time clock and you wait for the exact time to

clock in. You clock in at last and it's get the party started: 4 hours of

frustrated and condescending customers or 4 hours of burns and garnishes.

When waiting at the counter if you pay a little attention you will witness a

strange dance. We rub against each other, we push every one aside, we

collide with each other, we get mad. McDonald’s team member David

Laloum, 25, notes how physical the work is, before adding poetically,

“mostly it’s a good paid recreation." Our very own Mariner, Charlie

Couteau, L3 LLCE and a McDonald's Team Leader compares it to “being

on a battlefield: a lot of pressure especially when some fool customer treats

you like less than nothing.” A customer complains that the fast food isn’t

fast enough. Another tries to crack a hilarious joke. Ha! HAHA! No. You

want to kick him in the butt. When there’s a customer who waits patiently

for his order you think "Is this a hallucination?”

In the kitchen the production line work is the real boss. “You have to be fast

and stay focused" says Julie Leplus, 21, L1 in Pharmacy. The atmosphere is

one of tense concentration mixed with childish humor. You laugh about

weird orders like a Royal Bacon without any bacon or a Double Cheese

without any cheese. Don't worry! Not all customers are complete idiots.

The employees have to deal with stress but the ones who are truly like

oxygen bottles, ready to explode under the pressure, are the Team Leaders.

At McDonald's, a strong personality, a body that can resist anything, a spirit

tortured by a lack of recognition and an unquenchable thirst for power: this

is the Molotov cocktail to become a fabled Team Leader the ubermensch of

the McDonald's world. Plus you have to know how to handle a team. “You

have to juggle personalities to give them clear orders without offending

them” said Charlie, adding, “It is difficult when some of the employees are

your friends outside McDonald's and also because everyone is about the

same age.”

Some managers and team leaders enjoy looking for the tiniest mistakes,

others push you to your psychological limits and some pull their own hair

out. But others care about you and then you can chat with them naturally.

The end of day comes and you clock out. You choose your bad food and you

forget your bad mood. The employees eat together and put the job aside. As

the trans-fats slowly spread into your arteries, a euphoric feeling overcomes

you. Friendships are born suddenly, love affairs are rekindled and parties are

savored without moderation. Julie Leplus spoke about the good atmosphere,

noting, “It’s pretty cool to work with people the same age as you.” Célia

Beels, 19 and a student at INSA, agrees, adding “you can pay for university

with your salary".

Mirail students will surely enjoy working at McDonald's because it‘s kind of

like our lovely university: a place where nightmares come alive but where,

finally, you end up feeling at home.

Contributions

Want to Write for The Mariner ?

the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Find us on Facebook and at:

themarinernews.wordpress.com

CallUs TheMariner
The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom office of the near
the English library of the Mirail by Casey Heagerty and Paul
Scanlan. The Mariner's masthead was designed by the very
talented Florent Guth, and other contributors are credited as
they appear.
We're starting on a long, hard voyage, but it'll be worth it.

You can trust us. We're the Mariner.

Dipping aToe in the BigMac
by Elsa

by Florian

LedZeppelin live in the Foyer, '72

Come On, Feel the Foyer!
Needa cup ofcoffee? A place to relax ?People that can help
you findroom 117?The Foyer is here for you.

The Foyer, a veritable pillar of the English Department, is created and
run by students, whose ultimate goal is to be at everybody's service:
students, teachers, and the university staff. They say you can’t please all
the people all the time. Well, “they” haven’t been to the Foyer.
Apart from comfy chairs and not-the-best-but-very-cheap coffee, the
Foyer offers Gigs! (In a band? Talk to us.) Parties! (Remember St
Patrick’s? Me neither! Legendary!) Extremely Good Advice™! (Ask the
freshmen, they all found their classrooms!) [ed note: no they didn’t.] I
won't say that it's “The Place to Be” because that would be kinda lame.
But it’s pretty cool.
Our next event is our Foyer Halloween Party, Monday October 31.
Party all day, with live music starting at 6:30pm. We’ll have the election
of Mr & Miss Halloween, so wear your best diamond-y vampire
costume.
The Foyer, sometimes called the F.ANG. by the Twilight crowd (we
know who you are), is located in s.130 in the center ofthe department. I
could have said the “D.Ang,” but I understand some people have
trouble finding out what acronyms mean. Finding the Foyer, on the
other hand, is about the easiest thing in the department, especially
when there's music and people and light.
The Foyer is run by student volunteers, like Nico, our Dear President,
Mika the Treasurer, Adam, Emily, Marion, Charlotte, Elsa, Kenji,
Lison, Anas and many more. I’m the foyer's pen-pusher. That's right, I
cut the red tape.
We can’t operate without volunteers, and we currently have too few
people working there. So you -yes, YOU!- get in touch with us. We
don't bite. Except at night...yep, Twilight. A few more helping hands
would be very...helpful! Ask anyone, running the foyer is more play than
work. Plus you’ll totally get laid.
So come join the team. The Foyer...It’s The Place to Be!



We’re amazed at the outpouring of submissions we’ve received since our Back-to-School
issue came out. A lot ofthem have been really excellent, some show a solid promise for the
future, and, well, some are just downright creepy. While we do take the time to read it all, we
can’t include every submission, and the following tips will help you fashion yourwork so that
itfinds its way into the pages ofTheMariner.

• The best way to get published is simple: do some good, old-fashioned journalism. Find a
decent subject (an event, issue, etc.) go do some research, interview some people, andwrite it
up. Themore relevant it is to the students, teachers, andstaffoftheUniversity, the better.

• Occasionally we’ll have other informative articles: music reviews, theater reviews, any
other kind ofreviews, personal experiences, product or geographical profiles, etc. We call the

Expert Pieces because you’d better be an expert on what you’re
writing about. That’s not to say we’ll reject your work; it just
means it hadbetter be good.

• If you want to write something personal, creative, or
opinionated, check with us first. It couldwork, but we don’t want
you spilling ink fornothing.

• But ofcourse avoidthe overly personal. Don’t like Italian design?
Don’t like meat-eaters? Don’t like anything? That’s fine, but we
justdon’t care.

• Be original with your reporting and writing. Do something
new. Ifthere’s no news to write about, make some!

• And hell, shoot for the top! Don’t be scared, interview managers,
police chiefs, administrators. imate as Use our name: Say that you
write for The Mariner, we’re as legitis it gets. Ifyou manage to
swing an interview with a head of state, we’ll give you a
MarinerT-Shirt!

• Have fun. That’s clearly allthey do atLaDépêche anyway.

I don't know if you'll agree with me but taking the
metro in the morning is no picnic. In this column I'll
try to give you my best tips for making your future
metro travels feel less painful.

First you have to enter in style. I suggest hiding

your Tisseo card in the palm of your hand, so you

can pretend that you are a robot or an advanced

human with a chip under your skin. Hopefully we'll

all have that in 10 or 15 years depending on the

results of the next elections. Plus, everyone loves

robots; they are cool and adorable⁄not as much as

monkeys but close enough. When you think of it,

what is the hottest dance in the disco floor? -The

robot!

Then when you're done with the turnstile, follow

the flow down to the metroÊs automatic doors. You

can use the stairs to show people that you're a

dynamic person –or, even better, you can overtake

the people on the escalator! ThatÊll show them that

you are amazing. When you're at the automatic

doors, be a good sport and don't wait right in front of

them. It is important to let people get out easily.

Now the trickiest part: getting into the metro car. In

the morning you canÊt avoid rush hour, there is

nothing you can do, so take a deep breath and jump

in. Think of your Comfort Place. Mine is full of

unicorns being combed by fairies, but imagine your

own. Mine isnÊt for sharing.

Inside the metro you have to think fast: grab the

pole first with a firm grip. This is where all the

nights you spent with your friends playing Jungle

Speed finally pay off. It is strange for me to think

that a place with what looks, to me, like a dancing

pole is not a fun place.

Then forget all you learned about behaving in

society, you cannot have a secure distance between

you and another person. Breathe deeply and stay

focused on your Comfort Place. Avoid direct eye

contact, do not smile at anyone. Hide yourself inside

a free newspaper -that is why they make them.

YouÊve already read one of them, there is no

information inside, it is just a camouflage device to

help you take the metro. You can also use an mp3

player to feel like youÊre inside a cocoon until the

speakers blare „Mirail Université.‰ But don't listen

to the music too loud. This is not a recommendation

to protect your ears. No. It is for the sake of people

around you because it is scientifically proven that if

you listen to your music too loud you must have

terrible taste in music. I read it in Harper's.
Well, we are in mid-October and the freshmen still

come to class at 8.30, but don't worry -it won't last,

half of them will drop out by November and the

metro will be less crowed. However there will be

more sick people coughing down your neck. It

seems that with Tisseo you canÊt win. It is like

riding a raging bull, no matter how long you stay on

the beast you'll end up ejected.

I don't want to end up this column with a bleak

idea, so I advise you to exorcise your bad feelings

about the metro and go there at night with some of

your most ruddy hoot friends, dressed up as party

animals (top hats, comically large sun glasses. . .) and

bring music, bottles, Martini glasses, and party

inside. What could possibly go wrong..?

Ah Toulouse.. . When we move to the Pink
City, we can’t wait to go out and experience
the warmth of the nightlife. But, as time goes
by, we say: “Yeah, I‘ll go out tomorrow!”
Tomorrow becomes next week, then next
month, and we end up staying home, at least
until the evening where your neighbor decides
to listen to Amel Bent’s new album so loud
that your wallpaper starts to fall off your walls.
At that point, we say: “Tonight’s the night!”
But where? Where is the best pub? The best
nightclub? Who is the toughest bouncer you
can have a fight with? And finally the
answer to the ultimate question: where
to puke afterwards?
First let’s start with La Couleur de la
Culotte, over on Place St. Pierre. Such a
strange name for a place where you will
never see one (except if you’re a girl, and
you’re going to the toilets.) If you want to
enter there, go there early, because the place is
always overcrowded. The music is good, the
girls are pretty, and if you are looking for a
fight there are always people to mess with out
front.
If you’re looking for a place with pretty girls,
you ought to go check out Le Colors on Rue
Nicolas Bachelier. This establishment is
something of a paradox: it’s a good place to
meet single ladies (and single men too,) but,
most of the night you’re not allowed to enter
unless you’re with your partner. It’s odd that
this concept works, but somehow it does.

Nearby is a very great pub: The Frog &
Rosbif, on Rue de l’industrie. What a very
good place to drink. Each night there is a
different theme: Monday it’s Speed English
night, Tuesday it’s Student Night….and
every Sunday it’s quiz night (in English and
French, presented by Mab.) The beer is very
good and brewed right there in the pub.
Another possibility if you are in the mood
for a pub is Mulligan’s, over near St Michel.
It’s a small place but very pleasant. They also
host a quiz night, on Tuesdays; Thursday
night is the Pub Song night. It’s like

Karaoke, but instead of bad music,
there is a real guitarist who plays
while you sing badly.
I could carry on and on describing
the best and worst places to drink
in Toulouse, but I think those four

are the best in town. If you really want to
have a bad night you can check out Café
Pop, where a lot of students go and get
drunk. Alcohol is very cheap, but the beer is
absolutely disgusting: the one time I went
there I puked on the sidewalk. If you’re
looking to fight a bouncer, the best one is
out in front of Le Private, a strip-club near
Rue Bayard. Mess with a girl and the fight is
on.
But the best place to grab a drink is still the
place where everybody knows your name,
and they are always glad you came.

Happy drinking from your friends at The
Mariner.

Toulouse Nitelife Guide by Julien
Armando's Feel Good
Moment

Tisseo Rodeo

How to Submit to TheMariner (Don't forget your safe word...)

Cheap...
butI

pukedon
the

The D.ANG
MOVIE CLUB

presents the

"Lives in Motion"
series:

Andrea Arnold's
FishTank (2009)

Monday 7 Nov.

4-6pm

Woody Allen's
Zelig (1983)
Monday 5 Dec.

4-6pmFREE!
s.204 (Bat 13)




